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Lipids and other amphiphiles have the unique ability to form
lyotropic phases when mixed with water. Peptides are known to
modify this phase behavior, altering the phase diagram and
facilitating transitions between phases. This modulating effect is
of great importance for many membrane related processes in ViVo,
such as fusion and fission, protein segregation, and transport. To
understand the physicochemical basis of lipid/peptide interplay,
computer simulation studies are becoming increasingly useful.1

Here, we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to study the
phase behavior of lipids in the presence of a particular peptide, the
Influenza HA fusion peptide. This fusion peptide forms the
N-terminal part of the hemagglutinin protein and is inserted in the
target membrane during viral infection. In Vitro, the peptide has
been shown to lower the lamellar-to-inverted-hexagonal phase
transition temperature, stabilize inverted cubic phases, and cause
hemolysis and vesicle-fusion.2 We report the observation of a single
bicontinuous cubic phase that is characterized by a peptide-stabilized
stalk/pore complex, providing insight into the possible biological
function of this fusion peptide.

In our study we used the recently developed coarse grained
MARTINI model,3 which maps on average four heavy atoms to a
coarse grained interaction site. The model has been successfully
used to simulate the phase behavior of lipids4 and to study protein/
lipid complexes.5 The model for the Influenza HA fusion peptide
(GLFGAIAGFIENGWEGMIDG) was optimized according to an
NMR structure published by Han in 20016 (Figure 1). It accurately
reproduces the general structure of two helices joined by a linker
region at a slightly bent angle. In addition, it successfully mimics
the amphiphilic nature of the Influenza HA fusion peptide.

In a spontaneous aggregation approach7 starting from random
mixtures of 256 DOPE lipids, 4 fusion peptides, and water
representing levels of hydration between 8 and 12 water molecules
per lipid, we find a new phase forming exclusively in the presence
of the Influenza HA fusion peptide.8 The phase forms within the
first 2 µs and stays stable for the remainder of the 12 µs
simulations.9 In addition, a larger system obtained by combining 8
copies of the final coordinates of one of the MD simulations was
stable for an additional 4 µs simulation.

The new phase can best be characterized by describing the
morphology of the aqueous part of the system as a three-dimensional
network of water channels lined by the headgroups of the lipids
(Figure 2A). At every connection four of these (otherwise un-
branched) water channels meet tetrahedrally in a fashion that the
network is continuous and periodic in all three dimensions. There
are thus no multiple isolated regions of water, and every water bead
in the system is connected to every other water bead via the
network. The same is true for the lipid part of the system. All lipids

in the system are connected in a single network of a morphology
identical to the one described for water (Figure 2B). The negative
space of one part of the system (lipid or aqueous) thus has the
same morphology as the positive space itself. Altogether, the system
has a close resemblance to the structure of diamond and is in fact
morphologically equivalent to the single diamond cubic phase of
symmetry Fd3m10 (Figure 3).

The observation of a single diamond phase is especially
significant since it is, to the best of our knowledge, the first
observation of a single bicontinuous cubic phase for a lipid
system.11 Bicontinuous cubic phases are believed to generally
correspond to specific minimal surfaces that have the peculiar
property of having zero mean curvature at every point of the surface
as well as being triply periodic. In principle, both single phases, in
which the minimal surface corresponds to the interface between
the lipid and aqueous parts, and double phases, in which the minimal
surface corresponds to the middle of a lipid bilayer that separates
the aqueous part of the system into two isolated compartments,
are considered possible. So far, however, only double bicontinuous
cubic phases have been reported, corresponding to the Schwarz
(P), the diamond (D), and the gyroid (G) surface.12 Morphologically,
the single and double phases are very different. Whereas the lipids
are still arranged as a curved bilayer in the double phases, the
resemblance to a simple bilayer is very hard to see in the single
phases. Here the lipids’ organization is more similar to an
interconnected network of elongated worm-like micelles (cf. Figure
2), probably stabilized by low levels of hydration.

In light of the function of the Influenza HA fusion peptide, it is
insightful to describe the single diamond phase in terms of pores
and stalks, both of which are involved in the fusion pathway.13

One finds that there is a tight balance of stalks and pores with the
network of stalks defining the pores and vice versa.14 The single
diamond phase thus has more resemblance to the stalk phase of
rhombohedral symmetry, which is a regular arrangement of stalks
in an otherwise lamellar system, and its inverted counterpart, the
mesh-like or pore phase, and can be seen as a combination of these
two.

The phenomenon of stalks and pores in close proximity is not
uncommon, and it was actually predicted to be energetically
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Figure 1. An atomistic model of the Influenza HA fusion peptide (left,
hydrogen atoms not shown) and the coarse-grained model used in our
simulations (right). The backbone is shown in black and the side chains in
colors distinguishing the different amino acids.
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favorable to form a pore in the presence of a stalk in a field theoretic
study.15 In addition, stalk-pore complexes were observed as
intermediate states in simulations investigating vesicle fusion16 and
might pose a connection to the function of the Influenza HA fusion
peptide.

The fusion peptides, in accordance with their amphiphilic nature,
sit on the interface between the lipid and aqueous part with the
hydrophobic side chains penetrating slightly into the region of the
lipid tails and the more polar residues nested in the headgroup region
(Figure 2C). The extent of embedding is similar to what has been
observed previously in simulation studies of the binding of this
peptide to micelles and bilayers.17 The peptides’ curved structure
appears to entail a preference to locate between the bases of two
emerging stalks with its helical arms neatly lining the surface,
possibly reducing the Gaussian curvature elastic energy associated
with the stalk-pore structure18 (Figure 2D). Given that ability,
decreasing the energy costs of forming an intermediate structure
of the pathway would facilitate fusion in the presence of the peptides
as found by experiments.2b In addition, the peptides’ seeming ability
to stabilize stalks and pores might account for its observed effects
on hemolysis and the phase diagram of lipids.2

In summary, based on our simulations we predict the existence
of single bicontinuous lipid cubic phases induced by fusion peptides,
with possible implications for peptide mediated membrane fusion.
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Figure 2. A snapshot of the single diamond phase after 12 µs of simulation. Lipid tail beads are shown in gray, glycerol beads in magenta, water and
headgroup beads in blue, and beads corresponding to the backbone and side chains of the Influenza HA fusion peptide in brown and yellow, respectively.
In (A), (B), and (D) the surface separating the lipid tail beads from the rest of the system is shown in green, highlighting the three-dimensional networks of
the lipid and aqueous components. In (C) a close-up of the peptide embedded in the lipid/water interface is shown. In (D) cylinders highlight helical parts.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the triply continuous diamond
minimal surface of symmetry Fd3m. The compartment corresponding to
the lipid region has been shaded gray. A detail of the simulated system, a
stalk surrounded by three pores, is shown for comparison.
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